


KATANA are liberated from the role of arms in this peaceful 
world.  Currently, KATANA  is made as “Amulets or swords for 
self-defense” that is used “to train the spirit of the holders and  
to exorcise the evil”, but KATANA do not lose the beauty as 
arms.  Kanemasa believes “Only sharp KATANA can exorcise 
the evil” and “The sharpness itself is the beauty of KATANA.”
It is an article of his creed and he continues to produce the 
KATANA with the traditional method.  The material for 
KATANA is domestically produced by Tatara method, the old 
and traditional way to reduce iron, and shaped into  KATANA 
with Shihouzume process or the best  manufacturing 
technique in Japan.

“Kanemasa”  and KATANA

It was the only cutlery permitted to use to kill human beings 
in the Japanese culture.  There are many sorts of cutlery but 
KATANA was the only one used for killing.  Because of the 
fact, they are called  “King of cutlery”. 
There are axes and hatchets for destruction, kitchen knives 
and razors for sharpness.  But KATANA holds “Beauty” in 
addition to the sharpness and convenience.  Therefore the 
process called kennma (whet) or polishing, besides grinding, 
is specially applied to develop the beauty.  
In ancient times, only the ruling class (e.g. 侍, Samurai) could 
hold the KATANA with the good etiquette in their life.  The 
producer of KATANA also understood about them and they 
had to keep high skill and decent spirit.  So, KATANA is 
comprehended to represent the Spirit of Samurai or 
Embodiment of the Japanese sense of beauty.

In the Japanese history, KATANA was a kind of arms.  Soldiers 
required high quality for the KATANA to get an advantage in 
their battle.  So, the KATANA always improved on the 
toughness and sharpness.  Finally, the KATANA was top 
quality arms called as “King of cutlery”.  You can see not only 
high performance but also “beauty” in the KATANA by the 
special process of whetting and polishing. 
In ancient times, only the ruling class (e.g. 侍, Samurai) could 
hold the KATANA with the good etiquette in their life.  The 
producer of KATANA also understood about them and they 
had to keep high skill and decent spirit.  
So, KATANA is comprehended to represent the Spirit of 
Samurai or embodiment of the Japanese sense of beauty.

What is KATANA ?

KANEMASA the KATANA Smith produce the genuine 
Japanese sword（刀，KATANA）.  The KATANA is finished by 
the traditional Japanese style and their quality is kept up 
almost permanently. 
KANEMASA（兼正） is the craftsman name for the KATANA.  
KANEMASA the first is one of oldest craftsman whose 
experience is more than seventy years.  KANEMASA the 
second is his follower.  
We perfectly conduct the production, maintenance and sales, 
so we can provide the KATANA without the extra cost for the 
mediators.  In this time, you can get the genuine KATANA.
Our factory is located in Seki that is world-famous city for the 
cutlery.
Seki is also well-known as the one of 5 producing centers of 
KATANA in Japan. 

{Note} 
There are many counterfeit of 
KATANA in the world.
However, You can see only genuine 
articles in this catalog.
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“Tatara” is the initial method of iron reducing in Japan, 
which still is succeeded.  “Tatara” is the name of an iron 
reducing furnace assembled with soil and bricks.  Charcoal is 
burnt in “Tatara” to raise the inner temperature up to about 
1500℃.  Iron sand and iron ore are put in Tatara to be reduced 
to iron.  The iron made by Tatara is called Watetsu（和鉄）or 
Wakoh（和鋼）, the only approved material for KATANA. 
And we can reduce the Watetsu and Wakoh from all kind of 
iron sand and ore in the world by the Tatara method.  
The “Tatara” in the photograph is called Kanemasa type, his 
original.  It is called “Small Tatara” because of its size. 

What is Tatara ?

KATANA should have toughness to use as arms, in addition to 
the thin and graceful shape.  KATANA has been evolved by 
pursuing toughness, strength, sharpness and beauty.
Shihouzume is the name of a manufacturing method of 
KATANA.  Shihouzume are composed of the following four 
parts: Edge（刃鋼, Hakoh）to cut, Core（芯, Shin）to be 
flexible, Ridge（棟鋼, Munekoh）to be tough and Side（皮, 
Kawa）for beauty.  The soft core is wrapped by Hakoh, Kawa 
and Munekoh to be forged into KATANA.  Going through this 
process, the KATANA have both sharpness and strength in the 
graceful appearance that you have never seen 

All of Kanemasa’s KATANA  are made by the Shihouzume 
method, very sophisticated and reduced from many methods 
for making swords.

What is Shihouzume ?
“Watetsu or Wakoh” is a sort of carbon iron, the purest and the 
rust-free.  This iron by the Tatara method is  appreciated 
around the world.

What is Watetsu or Wakoh ?
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The crafting process of the KATANA

“TATARA”

The iron reducing to get the Watetsu / Wakoh.

“TAMAHESHI”

The iron selection for the materials of the KATANA.  The Watetsu 
/ Wakoh is got thin, and selected by the hardness (soft or hard).

1 2 “TANREN”

It is the forging.  The selected Watetsu / Wakoh is tempered in 
1100 - 1300ºC to get the toughness and the resistance on the rust.  
The process of the temper is repeated, and the various pattern is 
produced in the material.  It is the characteristic of the material.  
The characteristic affected on the appearance of the KATANA, so 
we cannot produce the quite same KATANA.  We prepare the four 
kind of materials for the KATANA (Edge, Side, Ridge and Core).  
Their hardness is not same.
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The crafting process of the KATANA

4 5 “TANREN”“KATAME / SUNOBE”

The four kind of materials are combined.  And the complex 
(Shihouzume structure) is stricken to lengthen in the 1250ºC.   
The size of KATANA is fixed in this process.

“HIDZUKURI”

The shape of KATANA is produced in this process.  The complex 
is stricken to make the shape without scraping, and the structure 
of Shihouzume is maintained. The surface is lightly ground for the 
next step.

“YAKIIRE”

The hardening for the KATANA.  The KATANA is coated by the 
mixture of clay and charcoal (Yakiba-tsuchi), and it is suddenly 
cooled in the water after the heating to approximately 800ºC.  In 
the process of whet, the peculiar pattern of the blade (Hamon) is 
produced by the thickness difference of Yakiba-tsuchi.   We can 
arrange the various Hamon to comply with the order. 

“SHIAGE”

The KATANA is completed after the process of the whet and the 
decoration by the each craftsman.  The beauty of the KATANA is 
produced by the whetting.  The various decoration is provided 
according to the use of the KATANA.
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We check the quality of the product on the each process.  

Only high quality product is used to the following process.  

So, it is a long time (1 - 2 years) to get the KATANA of KANEMASA.  

In the special case, we produce a lot of KATANA for the best one.

In the ancient Japan, the chief of ruling class supported the craftsman group 

to get the special KATANA with the highest quality.  

And the craftsman rewarded the support to produce the superb KATANA 

by the prominent skill and the conscientious work.

The social system has been change, however our policy will be not change forever.

We can produce the various cutlery in all the world by the advanced 
technology for the KATANA.
You can get the superb product for your order.

Please contact us from abroad by the E-mail.

web site : www.thekatana.jp
Address : 418-4 Kamiohno Seki Gifu 501-3204  JAPAN

mobile : +81-90-6581-5390
UAE No. / WhatsApp No. : +971-50-761-3283

KANEMASA The KATANA Smith
E-mail : kanemasa@thekatana.jp

Copyright © 2005 KANEMASA The KATANA Smith All rights reserved.

Our Products
We introduce the samples in this catalog, and they are not 

mass-production.  All products are handcrafted.  

So, you cannot get our product, immediately.  We make a 

plan to meet your order, and we start the production.  The 

time of delivery is long, the price is not cheap, however, we 

can provide the highest quality product.  It is an only one in 

the world.

We can also produce not only the KATANA but also several 

type of cutlery by the superb iron, Watetsu/Wakoh.  

Please ask to us about the question or the details of order, 

because of we propose the most suitable plan to answer to 

your special order.

KANEMASA
The KATANA Smith


